
August - A beautiful junction between
Summer and Autumn yet a very

exciting and enthusiastic month for all
Sunbeamians. This month is a box full

of opportunities and mind engaging
activities including struggle for glory

where our Nation's inspiring story
prospers. Here, we also come with a

blast of igniting progress with the spark
of Impetus(an interclass event). With

Ham And Jam next in the
list for Class 6 & 8 respectively and
Patriotic Elocution for Class 4 & 5.

Wrapping up the month, our Nation
sparks in exultations for comeback as  

“Chandrayaan-3” mission sets its sights
on lunar dreams.

What's there in our store ?



CCA ACTIVITY (CLASS IV-V)
PATRIOTIC ELOCUTION

The event
included
themes of
national
identity,

history, and
values.

Elocutionists
their sparking

skills to
inspire

patriotism and
evoke

emotions
related to

their country.

Children of class 4 and 5 showed their love
towards the country and now it's our turn.
Let us pledge, not just allegiance to the flag,

but to the ideals it represents. May our
dedication to this land and its people be
unwavering, and may our commitment to

progress be unyielding.

keeping the country's interest first and then
thinking about oneself is patriotism and

when it comes to country we can even give up
our lives. To wake up this feeling again in each
one of us, in class 4 and 5 patriotic elocution

was organised and each child showed their
love towards the country through speeches,

music and poem.



CCA ACTIVITY (CLASS VI & VIII)

JAM & HAM
JAM and HAM was organised

for classes 8 and 6. It was
an interhouse competition

full of fun learning and
enjoyment. The program
later turned even more

gracious because of the
presence of our esteemed

judge Prajanma Vishal
Singh ma'am. The program

was followed very
preciously by our students.

The prelims was followed
by a face off in which 1

student from each house
qualified. 

The time limit for HAM
was half a minute and
for JAM 1 minute.HAM and
JAM were kept with an
intention to engage
young minds into fun
learning but they
actually meant as Just-
a-minute and Half-a-
Minute.
The program turned out
to be fruit bearing tree
of success and
enthusiasm together.



INDEPENDENCE
DAY

15th August, an auspicious day celebrated all
over India. People from every religion, cast and

creed unite together and celebrate this day
proudly. Sunbeam Annapurna took an initiative

for the same. Classes 4 to 8 were involved in
this programme. Shahdat ko Salam, Gatka,

Fundamental duties, melodious choir and a
dance performance were presented felicitously.

The event was graced by the presence of our
respected director Ma’am and deputy director
Ma’am and the curtains were  closed with the

patriotic beauty of national anthem.



 Willing to get the Champions Trophy ?

-- Plurilogues
(Extempore)

IMPETUS-2023IMPETUS-2023IMPETUS-2023
"From thought to action, let impetus lead the way"

The beginning of
the new phase

of sunbeam
Annapurna.

Prove it with Mega Event Impetus 2023.
The Name itself defines something

that makes the activity more
energetic and enthusiastic. The best

inter class event for unleashing
your inner talent and filling

yourself with confidence. This event
was a VERY MOMENTOUS because it haD

THE  100% participation of students
from each class. It consists of 11

events in maximum number of fields.
Including both offline and online

events. So without any further
ado let's dive into the list of

Events 

-- Plurilogues
(Debate)

-- QuizWiz
-- Duologues

--Exploratorium

--Sensorium - Hindi

--Palette Perfection
--The Visual Voyage

--Maths Around Me

--Through The Lens



Chandrayaan 3 - The mission to success ! We are proud to
announce the lucrative landing of chandrayaan 3 on moon
where it will operate for 1 lunar day ( 14 normal days on

earth) with the main motives being - 1) study of lunar
surface, 2) lunar mining ( especially of helium 3)

" C H A N D R A Y A A N  C H R O N I C L E S :
U N V E I L I N G  L U N A R  M Y S T E R I E S "

Chandrayaan-3Chandrayaan-3

"CHANDRAYAAN 3 :  CELESTIAL ODYSSEY –    
UNVEILING LUNAR WONDERS

  study of moon's surface and

space formation, 3) study of the

magnetosphere on moon 

4) Chandrayaan - 3 has helped

India to become a major

geopolitical power 5) According

to the estimates Chandrayaan - 3

can help India's space sector to

grow by 4% per annum.

"Chandrayan - 3 is not just a

mission to the moon but the vision

of the world and humanity " 



Whisperers of Eternity
it feels as if a child is playfully frolicking in the yards of

Chandamama, while the mother watches affectionately.
Isn't it? Yes, I am taliking about India's successful step on the moon

India’s third ambitious lunar mission, Chandrayaan-3, is a
continuation of Chandrayaan-1 and Chandrayaan-2. 

 The Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) has successfully landed on the

moon’s surface and sent a lander called
Vikram to collect data and conduct

experiments. The mission’s primary objective
is to investigate the geology, mineralogy,
and the surface of the moon in order to

enhance our knowledge about the
moon.The goals of Chandrayaan-3’s mission

are to demonstrate a soft and safe lunar
landing and in-situ scientific

experimentation.
Several Lander special tests, includes the
Integrated Cold Test and Integrated Hot
Test.chandrayaan-3 is the mission where

science and dreams touch the moon.

DRAWING BY-ANSHUMAN TIWARI



Sunbeam Annapurna bagged 3 prizes in
Spardha 2023

1. 3rd Prize in Raag
2. 3rd Prize in Build Your Own Castle
3. 3rd Prize in Dramatics

SPARDHA 2023 Spardha, a
blend of  रंग, राग एवं अ�भनय ,

was an exceptional
achievement grasped upon
Sunbeamians. Conducted in
Sunbeam Varuna partnered

with INTACH, an organization
with a vision of spearhead

heritage awareness and
conservation in India.

Spardha was a step taken to
complete it, in which our
school bagged merits for

their outstanding
performances with all their

zeal and dedication.

Triumphs and
Milestones



Triumphs and
Milestones

Established in 1978, Nehru World School is a co-ed
institution affiliated with CBSE and Cambridge
International, guided by the motto of preparing

students for future challenges. The school hosted
CREO, a literary and arts festival with 3275

participants from 135 schools, evaluated by 138
experts across 54 diverse events. These impressive

numbers underscore CREO's significance as a
platform for creative expression. Our school

exhibited a fighting spirit, securing prizes across
various creative fields, showcasing our peers'

remarkable talent and dedication.



Happy Teacher's Day
“Empowering minds, one lesson at a time”

Sunbeam Annapurna
celebrated Teacher's Day
with fervor, recognizing

the vital role teachers play
in shaping the future.

Students conveyed their
appreciation with cards

and flowers. The event
featured a mesmerizing

Bharatnatyam performance,
a captivating ramp walk,

and a standout
contemporary dance. A

humorous classroom skit
concluded the festivities,

honoring the dedication of
our educators.

Teacher's Day is celebrated to
recognize the contributions
globally. Our school
organized a lively program
for the Second Shift Batch,
honoring Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan, expressing
gratitude through student
speeches, featuring a dynamic
dance and a ramp walk. We
also recognized support staff
with garlands and handmade
cards, ending with a humorous
skit. Let's remember to
appreciate our teachers every
day. Happy Teacher's Day!



Coming

Soon
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